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Stochastic resonance in the absence and presence of external signals
for a chemical reaction
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A catalytic reduction of NO with CO on Pt~100! surface is adopted to study its response under
random perturbation. Noise-induced oscillations and noise-induced frequency shifts have been
observed when the system works in the vicinity of the oscillatory region and meanwhile is subjected
to random modulation of its feeding speed. Stochastic resonance behavior can be recognized from
the noise-induced peak in the power spectrum even though in the absence of external signals. The
numerical results have been obtained near supercritical Hopf bifurcation points, but are not confined
to the classification of bifurcation. When the system falls into bistable regions, noise can help an
external weak signal to induce state-to-state transitions and also shows a stochastic resonance
behavior except for the case that the system has an isolated bifurcation scheme. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!70706-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Random noise can be beneficial to the formation of ‘‘o
der,’’ rather than destroy it. This paradoxical point of vie
has been increasingly reported in many nonlinear syst
recently, and gradually accepted by many scientists. Stoc
tic resonance~SR! is one of the most prominent phenome
in which noise represents a useful tool to improve the de
tion of a weak signal, to transport its random energy to
hance the signal oscillation.

The concept of SR was originally proposed by Ben
et al.1 to account for the periodicity in Earth’s ice ages, b
has since been shown to occur in many systems such a
physical sensitive devices and sensory neuron systems.2 The
notion of SR has been widened to include many differ
mechanisms. The unifying feature of all these systems is
increased sensitivity to small perturbations at an optim
noise level and the existence of a resonance peak on the
of signal-to-noise~SNR! versus noise intensity. The effect o
SR requires three basic ingredients:3 a suitable nonlinear sys
tem, a weak signal and a source of noise.

In studying SR, the signal is adopted generally as
‘‘external’’ input modulation of a nonlinear system, the
one looks at the periodic contribution of the output at t
same frequency as input. Recently, Huet al.4 took the initia-
tive to present a kind of SR in an autonomous system w
out external periodic force, which we here call autonomo
stochastic resonance~ASR!. Near the oscillatory region the
find a noise-induced oscillation and a noise-induced shif
frequency. Their results were reexamined later by Rap
et al.5 and ascribed to the nonuniformity of the limit cycl
We particularly notice that in their studies the oscillation
terminated by a saddle-node bifurcation and Rappelet al.5

draw the conclusion that one would not expect to find t

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
lfyang@ustc.edu.cn
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type of stochastic resonance in systems whose oscillat
are created by a Hopf bifurcation. We are afraid that we c
not accept this viewpoint. In this paper, we present an A
behavior which can occur in a chemical reaction whose
cillations are both created and ended by supercritical H
bifurcation. In addition, the frequency shifts are found, b
the shift direction tends to the opposite direction as that
dicated in Refs. 4 and 5.

SR phenomena have been studied mainly in bistable
tems in the past years. It therefore gives a wrong impress
All bistable systems can show SR if the input is modula
properly by an external periodic signal and a suitable leve
noise. Our present study shows that this conclusion is
universal, because some bistable systems can definitely
show SR. It is the bifurcation scheme that accounts for
occurrence of SR. In this paper, we present a bifurcat
scheme, which can change from an isolated circle to a mu
roomlike shape through a transcritical bifurcation. The res
shows that the response of the reaction is much differ
before and after the bifurcation when the system is subjec
to external modulations.

Up to now, almost all the studies on SR, both theore
cally and experimentally, have concentrated on physica
biophysical systems, but few of them involve chemical re
tions except experimental studies by Schneider’s group
homogeneous reactions6–8 and our recent numerical results9

in a surface catalytic reaction Pt~110!/CO1O2. In this paper,
we adopt a reaction of catalytic reduction of NO with CO
a Pt single crystal surface that has been thoroughly inve
gated in the past decades.10 The reaction exhibits an abun
dance of kinetic behaviors including sustained rate osci
tions and pattern formations, and its reaction model11–13 has
been well organized and shows a series of interesting bi
cation schemes.
il:
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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II. THE MODEL AND ITS BIFURCATION SCHEME

The reaction of Pt~100!/NO1CO proceeding in an ultra
high vacuum chamber is well understood~see Ref. 10 and
references cited therein!. The mechanism can be describ
by the following steps:10,13

CO~gas!1*
COad, ~I!

NO~gas!1*
NOad, ~II !

NOad1*→Nad1Oad, ~III !

2Nad→N2~gas!↑12* , ~IV !

COad1Oad→CO2~gas!↑12* . ~V!

The adsorption of CO~gas! or NO~gas! requires a vacant site
in the opposite direction, the desorption of CO~ad! or
NO~ad! releases an adsorption site~I, II !. Following the ad-
sorption of NO~gas!, the dissociation of adsorbed NO re
quires another free adsorption site. Therefore, this ste
regarded as a rate-limiting one~III !. The following two re-
actions IV and V produce gas species which are remo
from the surface immediately and release two adsorp
sites each. The competition between the vacant sites’ c
sumption in I, II, and III and their supply in IV and V show
an autocatalytic behavior. Certainly, this scheme negle
N2O formation because it is unstable in low pressure or ro
temperature.

Imbihl et al.11 have built a three-variable model from
reactions I to V to describe adsorbate coveragesuCO for ad-
sorbed CO,uNO for adsorbed NO,uO for adsorbed oxygen
That is,

duCO

dt
5k1pCO~12uCO2uNO!2k2uCO2k3uCOuO, ~1!

duNO

dt
5k1pNO~12uCO2uNO!2k4uNO2k5uNOuempty,

~2!

duO

dt
5k5uNOuempty2k3uCOuO, ~3!

with

uempty5maxF S 12
uCO1uNO

QCO,NO
2

uO

QO
D ,0G .

All the coefficients of adsorption (k1), desorption (k2 and
k4), dissociation (k5) and combination (k3 and k7), have
been listed in Refs. 11 and 12, which were originally tak
from experimental data. Because of the repulsive interac
between adsorbed CO and NO, their desorptions bec
easy. Their temperature dependence is expressed via
Arrhenius law,k2,45n2,4exp(2ENO,CO/RT), and their active
energy barriers,

Eact
NO,CO5Eact

NO,CO~0!2k6~uNO1uCO!2,

decrease with the increase of the surface coverage. W
uNO,COexceedsQNO,CO.0.61, and adsorbed oxygen excee
QO.0.4, no free sites provide for NOad dissociation, and the
reaction is inhibited.
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The kinetic behavior of this model can be understood
its bifurcation scheme. First, one can get a steady state~fixed
point! by solving the equationsduCO/dt50, duNO/dt50
andduO/dt50. Then, one can get its stability using a line
stability analysis method. A fixed point should fall into on
of the kinds: a stable or unstable node, a stable or unst
focus, or a saddle point. Here we show the system’s mu
stability in one-dimensional bifurcation diagrams~see Fig.
1!, which agrees well with Imbihl’s results.11 The low branch
has an oscillatory region that both starts and terminates b
by supercritical Hopf bifurcation. The amplitude of the o
cillations ~the upper and lower turning points! represented in
Fig. 1 is obtained from the numerical integration of Eq
~1!–~3!.

Keeping pCO5331027 mbar, we notice there exists
transcritical bifurcation at aboutT5415 K. At low tempera-
ture, the low isolated region separates with the upper bra
@Fig. 1~a!#. With the increase of temperature, the upp
branch approaches the isolated region and finally touche
to cause a transcritical bifurcation. The diagram see
mushroom-like@see Fig. 1~b!#. We pay special attention to
these two cases: before and after the transcritical bifurcat
to study their different responses under external pertur
tions.

FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagrams show the existence of an isolated branch o
steady-state solution aspNO is varied as bifurcation parameter before a tra
scritical bifurcation occurs~a! and the existence of a mushroomlike multip
steady-state solution after the transcritical bifurcation occurs~b!. WhenpNO

is modulated, the reaction shows kinetic hysteresis marked by loopABCD
and loopEFGH in ~b!. In contrast, there is not any hysteresis in the iso
~a!. The existence range for kinetic oscillations is terminated by two sup
critical Hopf bifurcation points h1 and h2. The amplitude of the oscillatio
~the upper and lower turning points! is represented by the dash lines. Th
legends for~a! are also suitable for~b!.
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III. COHERENT MOTION AND STOCHASTIC
RESONANCE RESPONSE

The time evolution of many nonlinear systems sho
nonuniformity. In some parts of the trajectory the syste
evolves quickly, but in other parts it goes slowly. This r
veals an interior asymmetry of a nonlinear system. When
asymmetric system is subjected to a zero-mean symm
perturbation, its response may show a coherent motion
some extent. A Gaussian-type white noise has a zero m
value ^j(t)&50, and its correlation^j(t)j(t8)&52Dd(t
2t8) is a white spectrum. It is often adopted to simula
internal fluctuation or external uncertainty.

As usual, the response of a nonlinear system to a w
noise input is no longer a white spectrum. If we modify t
reaction conditions carefully so that the system wo
‘‘near’’ the oscillatory region but not ‘‘in’’ the region, pre-
senting noise to the control parameters may induce an o
latory motion. By power spectrum analysis of the output
noise-induced peak can be found. With an increase of n
level, the peak becomes broad but higher first and then
lapses at high noise level. We give another definition of
SNR as the height of the peak over its half-width, becaus
sharp and high peak is much more recognized. A resona
like behavior can be obtained from the curve of the SNR
the noise level. Because this performance appears in the
sence of an external signal, one calls it autonomous stoc
tic resonance~ASR!. In contrast with SR in a general sens
ASR can be understood as the noise resonating with the
trinsic signal instead of the external signal.

Figure 2 shows a noise-induced oscillation peak in
power spectrum at the frequency corresponding to the int
sic oscillation. It is a response of the system to external no
input

pNO5@11bj~ t !#p0 ,

whereb is noise intensity. The nonperturbation pressure
NO is p054.8031027 mbar. It is apparently out of the os
cillatory region marked by h1,pNO54.7131027 mbar, and
h2, pNO53.0631027 mbar. For a small noise, the nois
induced peak is sharp but low. At increasing noise leve
becomes high but broad. By power spectrum analysis of
output, we plot the SNR as a function of noise level in F
3~a!. The curve shows clearly a SR peak atb50.07. If the

FIG. 2. Noise-induced oscillation on power spectrum. The background
is obtained directly from FFT. The white overlay curve is a smoothing cu
from adjacent averaging of 100 points.
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constant pressure becomes closer to the oscillatory reg
for example,p054.7531027 mbar, the SR peak become
higher and shifts to low level of noise@see Fig. 3~b!#. At the
other end of the oscillatory region,p053.0531027 mbar,
the noise-induced oscillation can also be found, and the
sponse also has a SR peak shown in Fig. 3~c!. However, the
SR peak is very small and appears at very small noise
cause too much noise can result in a jump from the isola
the opposite stable state, but the reverse process never
pens.

Figure 4 displays the frequency shift of the nois
induced oscillation peak. With the increase of noise level,
peak shifts to lower frequency, not to higher frequency
indicated in Refs. 4 and 5

IV. STOCHASTIC RESONANCE WITH EXTERNAL
SIGNAL

A general feature of a system exhibiting stochastic re
nance is its increased sensitivity to small perturbations w
an appropriate dose of noise is added. In its simplest fo
SR occurs in a bistable system driven by a periodic exte
force. The periodic force raises two potential wells alte
nately; when the noise is sufficiently strong, the overdamp
particle can jump over the potential barrier. The key poin
that the external signal, itself, is not strong enough to ca
any transitions or excitations; the increasing noise helps
transitions or excitations gradually, makes them true, and
make the transition synchronized with weak perturbati

e
e

FIG. 3. The signal-to-noise ratio: SNR evaluated from the power spect
versus noise level. The constant partial pressurep054.80(a), 4.75~b! and
3.05~c! in units of 1027 mbar for different locations in Fig. 1~a!. Each curve
displays a peak for stochastic resonance.

FIG. 4. Frequency shift of the noise-induced oscillation peak as a func
of the noise level. The plot and the insert plot corresponds to Figs. 3~b! and
3~c!, respectively. The lines are only drawn to guide the eyes.
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However, a too strong noise counteracts the aforementio
correlation, thereby reducing the response. So there exi
SR peak with the increase of noise level. Now the questio
whether all bistable systems can show a SR behavior.

Bifurcation schemes for low-dimension systems gen
ally fall into four basic classes: ‘‘S’’ type, ‘‘Z’’ type, iso-
lated, and mushroomlike. The two stable states, corresp
ing to a stable node, a focus or a stable limit cyc
surrounding an unstable focus, are usually separated
saddle point. Hysteresis behavior can occur as modulatio
the control parameter for the other three cases except fo
isolated bifurcation scheme. Figure 1~a! displays an isolated
bifurcation where the bistable region is clearly shown with
two saddle-node bifurcation sn1 and sn2, and the low bra
is isolated. Under a strong modulation, the low branch m
lose its stability to jump up to the high branch. However, t
inverse process never occurs. In these circumstances,
never expects to have a general SR response.

After a transcritical bifurcation, the isola develops into
mushroomlike scheme shown in Fig. 1~b!. This bifurcation
diagram exhibits two hysteresis regions when the system
subjected to external modulation. Atp055.331027 mbar,
we applied a small periodic signal~amplitudea, frequency
f s) together with a Gaussian noise component~intensityb!.
That is,

pNO5@11a sin~2p f st !1bj~ t !#p0 .

For a50.03, f s51/400s21, and let the noise be added 10
times per signal period. The integration of the ODEs lasts
less than 100 signal periods. We adopt a fast Fourier tra
form ~FFT! power spectrum analysis method to analyze o
of the state variables, for example,uCO. Then, the SNR can
be obtained from the spectrum. Figure 5~a! shows the results
As the noise level is increased, a SR peak can be recogn
at aboutb50.055.

In parallel to the above, we choose another sitep0

53.331027 mbar to study SR. Let a50.12, f s

51/1500s21, and the other conditions remain unchang
We obtain a similar SNR curve shown in Fig. 5~b!. As
shown in Fig. 1~b!, the kinetic behaviors for the two bistab
regions are much different. In the loopABCD, both the
upper branchAB and the low branchCD are stable steady
states. In contrast, in another loopEFGH, EF still keeps a
stable steady state, but most of the branchGH falls into the
oscillatory region. In the absence of noise, one can fi
mixed-mode oscillations and rich phase-locking phenom
in power spectrum under external periodic modulation. Ho
ever, the local dynamical difference, regardless of the dif
ence between a steady state and an oscillatory state, ha
influence on the occurrence of SR.

V. CONCLUSION

A typical surface chemical reaction Pt~100!/CO1NO is
adopted to study its dynamical response under random
turbation in the ‘‘absence’’ and ‘‘presence’’ of external p
riodic weak modulation. Resonance behavior can be fo
for both of them.

First, the reaction exhibits an oscillatory region that
both created and ended by continuous Hopf bifurcation.
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the NO pressure approaches the oscillatory region, we a
a Gaussian type noise to modify the feeding system of pa
pressure of NO. Noise-induced oscillations and noi
induced frequency have been found, and the response
display an autonomous stochastic resonance behavior
shows the positive effect of the noise. Our numerical res
have revealed these nonlinear phenomena are constan
gardless of a Hopf bifurcation or a saddle-node bifurcat
coming into or out of the intrinsic oscillations.

Second, stochastic resonance in bistable regions
been found. Each stable state may relate to a stable nod
a stable focus, even an unstable focus but existing a st
limit cycle. This difference does not present an obstacle
the occurrence of stochastic resonance. However, if the
furcation scheme has an isolated branch causing the tra
tion between the two stable states to be inreversible,
never expects to observe the stochastic resonance behav
general sense.
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